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(16) Psyche – The Asteroid
•
•
•

•
•
•

Discovered in 1852 (Naples)
10th largest asteroid
Irregular shape
• Shape model from radar and lightcurve analysis
• Volumetric mean radius = 113 km (Shepard et al., 2017)
a = 2.92 AU, e = 0.140, i = 3.09 deg
Rotation period: 4.196 hours
Bulk density appears to be between 3,700 kg/m 3 and 4,200
kg/m3
– Psyche is predicted to have between ~25 and 60 vol% metal

•
•

The reflectance and optical properties indicate non-uniquely
that the body may be largely metallic
The interpretation of a metal surface is supported by density
and radar albedo
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Psyche Mission Science Objectives
Objective A: Determine whether Psyche is a core, or if it is unmelted material.
Objective B: Determine the relative ages of Psyche’s surface regions.
Objective C: Determine the global abundances, in portions of Psyche's surface that
appear to be a metal phase, of light elements S, K, and Si.
Objective D: Determine whether Psyche was formed under
more oxidizing or more reducing conditions than Earth's core.
Objective E: Characterize Psyche’s morphology.
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The Psyche Spacecraft

Lead Organizations
PI (Lindy Elkins-Tanton) and Deputy PI (Jim Bell)
Multispectral Imager, Science Data Center

Gamma Ray and
Neutron Spectrometer

Project Management, Flight System, SI&T, S&MA,
Mission Operations
Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) Chassis Development

Magnetometer
Partners

Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer (GRNS)
Development and Operations
Magnetometer and Gravity Science

2.15 m

Magnetometer Development

Deep Space Optical Communications (DSOC)
Tech Demonstration

Imager

24.76 m
2.53 m

DSOC

7.34 m

2.20 m

2.41 m
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Concept of Operations
Cruise Trajectory

Orbital Operations
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The Magnetometer Instrument
Magnetometer
sensors 1&2

2.15 m

Magnetometer
Electronics
2.53 m Units 1&2

UCLA-built instrument with science lead from MIT
1. Two Magnetometer Electronics Units
– Inside spacecraft
– One per Magnetometer sensor
2. Two Magnetometer Sensors
– Fluxgate type
– On a 2.15 meter boom: One at 1.45 meter,
second at 2.15 meter in gradiometer
configuration
Parameter

2.20 m

2.41 m

Dynamic Range
Instrument
Uncertainty
Sensitivity
Resolution
Offset stability

Performance
Low Range
High Range
±1,000 nT/axis
±100,000 nT/axis
±0.22 nT/axis

±40 nT/axis

0.01 nT/√Hz @1Hz
0.1 nT/√Hz @1Hz
0.1 pT (24 bit)
10 pT
±0.12 nT/axis over 50 hr

Two magnetometers provide redundancy and enable gradiometry to reject Flight System fields
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Magnetic Cleanliness Requirements
Frequency

Driving Requirements

Rationale

DC (~0 Hz)

<30 nT at the location of inboard MAG
Driven by the capability of the gradiometer technique to reject
Gradient >1.5 from inboard to outboard sensors DC fields

10-5-0.1 Hz

Driven by the capability of the gradiometer technique. This
<2.1 nT at the location of inboard MAG
frequency range is of special interest because (16) Psyche’s field
Gradient >1.3 from inboard to outboard sensors variation is expected to be in this range as seen from the
orbiting spacecraft

0.1-16 Hz

<1.0 nT at the location of inboard MAG
Gradient >2 from inboard to outboard sensors

>16 Hz

Driven by the requirement to be single fault tolerant (tolerant to
the loss of one Magnetometer)

Empirically-derived curve that is the result of aliasing of
magnetic noise into the instrument bandwidth

Spacecraft magnetic cleanliness requirements flow directly from the magnetometer science performance requirements
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Approach to the Magnetic Cleanliness
Program
•

The purpose of the program is to ensure that science-grade
magnetic field data can be collected in-flight
•

It ensures that the Spacecraft has magnetic field levels consistent
with the magnetic cleanliness requirements

•

A Magnetics Control Plan prescribes practices for reducing
magnetic fields to be followed by designers in hardware
development

•

Responsibility for magnetic cleanliness is shared among crosscutting teams at all partner institutions

•

The Psyche Magnetics Control Review Board (MCRB) includes
team members from each partner institution and serves as the
forum for coordination and oversight of the cleanliness program
•

•

The MCRB addresses magnetic cleanliness issues and provides
technical advice and measurement services

The Psyche implementation paradigm specifies that the SEP
Chassis provided by Maxar will maintain Maxar’s heritage
process
•

A large majority of the assembly level hardware has no history of
science grade magnetic cleanliness. With few exceptions,
assemblies are accepted as-is and assessed for magnetic
cleanliness

Magnetic Science Data
Collection at (16) Psyche

S/C Level Test and
Analysis Verification

Magnetic Cleanliness
Requirements Definition

EMI/C and Flight System
Teams (JPL)

Environmental and
Instrument Requirements
Engineering (JPL, UCLA)

Assembly Level
Assessment & Testing

Science Requirements
Definition

EMI/C Teams (JPL, MAXAR,
Instrument Teams)

Magnetometer Science Team
(UCLA, MIT)

Assembly Level Design

Assembly Design Teams (JPL,
MAXAR, Instrument Teams)
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Requirements Verification and Validation
•

DC and AC magnetic field models of the Spacecraft are used to
estimate spacecraft-generated magnetic fields and verify the
Magnetic Cleanliness Requirements

•

Magnetics models take inputs from assembly level tests, heritage
assessments, and assembly magnetics analyses

•

The DC magnetics model is validated by a combination of peer
review, assembly level testing, and system level testing
•

•

•

Assembly Level
DC Tests
VALIDATES

SME Peer
Review

VALIDATES

A model of the solar array layout has been developed to estimate
magnetic fields from the array. This model will be validated with a
small-scale illumination test of a flight panel, and the model will
be used to partially validate the magnetic cleanliness
requirements

VALIDATES

System Level
DC Test

VERIFIES

At a minimum, a system level test of the assembled spacecraft will
measure magnetic fields in a power-off configuration. The possibility
of measuring DC and AC fields in power-on configuration is currently
under discussion

The AC magnetics model is validated by peer review and face
validation. Additionally, during self-compatibility testing, the AC
signature of the Spacecraft will be measured to the extent
possible

DC Magnetics
Model

Magnetic
Cleanliness
Requirements
VERIFIES

SME Peer
Review

VALIDATES

AC Magnetics
Model
VALIDATES

Assembly Level
AC Tests
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Test and Analysis Methods (1/2)
• The Psyche Magnetics Control Review Board (MCRB) is
responsible for planning and executing test measurements
and analyses to verify magnetic cleanliness requirements
• Testing is performed by the main hardware developers,
MAXAR and JPL, at their respective test facilities
• Test methods and analyses vary by domain: DC, very low
frequency, and time varying AC magnetic fields

JPL Helmholtz coil

• Test methods are tailored to provide data to analytically
verify the different domains
• All test data are processed by JPL for requirements
verification, with additional analyses performed by MIT to
prepare for in-flight operations
Maxar Helmholtz coil
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Test and Analysis Methods (2/2)

• A DC magnetic model integrates
test, heritage, and analytical
estimates of magnetic moments
from all units and calculates the
resultant field at the location of the
magnetometer sensors

ANALYSIS

• Latch valves, proportional flow
control valves, cold-gas thrusters,
TWTAs, and DSOC

OFFENDERS

The solar array magnetic analysis
consists of three parts:
• Model of panel layout
• Model of current flow from solar
array to power control unit
• Model of the AC field generated
due to the array rotation
• Solar array as seen by the
magnetometer sensors as it rotates
around the Spacecraft

TEST

TEST

• A solar panel will be illuminated
with a light source and the
magnetic field will be measured
• The size of the panel precludes the
use of a Helmholtz coil, and so
background will be removed by
using measurements of the
ambient field taken prior to test

• Departure from MIL-STD-461 since
standard covers only part of
Psyche’s AC requirements
• Search coils and dynamic signal
analyzers are used to cover
Psyche’s spectra
• Measurements are made in 3 axes
and in operational modes
applicable to Psyche

ANALYSIS

• Assemblies are tested inside a
Helmholtz coil
• A fluxgate magnetometer
measures DC fields 1 meter away
from the assembly under test
• Unit is mounted on a turn table
and field is measured as a function
of rotation angle and orientation
• Assemblies are tested powered
and unpowered

• An AC magnetics model integrates
test, heritage, and analytical
estimates of assembly AC magnetics
spectra, and calculates the resultant
AC field at the location of the
magnetometer sensors

OFFENDERS

TEST

AC Magnetics Methods

ANALYSIS

VLF Magnetics Methods

OFFENDERS

DC Magnetics Methods

• Imager motor, Solar Array Drive
Assembly motor, reaction wheels
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Mitigation Approaches
Magnetic Shielding
None identified for Psyche
yet

Location

Material Selection

MAG sensors on boom
Most assemblies placed on
opposite side of S/C

DSOC’s invar is heat treated
to minimize impact on
magnetics

Fields Too High At MAG
Science Location?
Minimize Impact To
MAG Science

Compensation
Latch valves mounted backto-back for self compensation
Compensation magnets
installed to cancel TWTAs

Demagnetization

Current Loop
Reduction
Heaters near MAG sensors
have overlapping traces for
magnetic field cancelation
Solar panel layout minimizes
current loops
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Considerations for Assembly, Integration, and Test
• The Spacecraft is assembled in two phases:
1. SEP Chassis assembly, integration, and test (AIT) at MAXAR
2. Assembly, test, and launch operations (ATLO) at JPL

• From start of AIT to end of ATLO the teams operate with a similar set of procedures to preserve magnetic cleanliness:
1. Team training/magnetics knowledge
2. Controlling the working environment around the flight vehicle
•

A magnetics clean zone will be established; All items entering the
zone will be screened for magnetics and de-gaussed if necessary

•

Only titanium tools will be allowed in the immediate vicinity of
the Magnetometer

3. Verifying to the extent possible the as built spacecraft
•

A “swing test” will be performed to verify the DC signature of the
Spacecraft when powered off

•

During self-compatibility, the AC signature of the Spacecraft will
be measured to the extent possible

• A magnetics clean zone around the spacecraft will be
maintained all the way through encapsulation with the
launch vehicle and magnetics training will also be provided to
the launch vehicle team

Example swing test for the MAVEN mission
(source: YouTube)
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Summary and Discussion
• The paper presented a snapshot of the Psyche magnetics program in the middle of the final
design and fabrication phase (Phase C)
• Magnetic cleanliness requirements are verified using a set of models that take inputs from
assembly-level magnetics tests
o Requirements are in line with those from other missions like Juno and MAVEN

• DC tests and modeling efforts are mature while AC methods are in development
o Most high-impact DC components have been tested for magnetics including Hall thrusters, cold gas
thrusters, DSOC struts and invar samples, latch valves, TWTAs, and others

o Tests in the AC domain have only recently started and present some challenges
• Minimization of ambient noise at frequencies below 100 Hz is key to providing meaningful results

o The DC magnetic model has extensive heritage from previous missions
o The AC model has been first developed specifically for Psyche

• The approach to system level testing is also under discussion
o A “static test” where the Spacecraft does not have to be displaced is under evaluation
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